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ABSTRACT
Empirical evidence of planets in gas-rich circumstellar discs is required to constrain
giant planet formation theories. Here we study the kinematic patterns which arise from
planet-disc interactions and their observability in CO rotational emission lines. We per-
form three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of single giant planets, and predict the
emergent intensity field with radiative transfer. Pressure gradients at planet-carved gaps, spi-
ral wakes and vortices bear strong kinematic counterparts. The iso-velocity contours in the
CO(2-1) line centroids v◦ reveal large-scale perturbations, corresponding to abrupt transitions
from below sub-Keplerian to super-Keplerian rotation along with radial and vertical flows.
The increase in line optical depth at the edge of the gap also modulates v◦, but this is a mild
effect compared to the dynamical imprint of the planet-disc interaction. The large-scale devi-
ations from the Keplerian rotation thus allow the planets to be indirectly detected via the first
moment maps of molecular gas tracers, at ALMA angular resolutions. The strength of these
deviations depends on the mass of the perturber. This initial study paves the way to eventually
determine the mass of the planet by comparison with more detailed models.
Key words: planets and satellites: detection – planet-disc interactions – protoplanetary discs
– hydrodynamics – methods: numerical.
1 INTRODUCTION
The detection of protoplanets via direct imaging has been notori-
ously difficult, requiring extreme high-contrast data and substantial
image filtering. At this point, it is not clear whether the candidate
detections correspond to point-like emission (Sallum et al. 2015)
associated with a circumplanetary disc (CPD), residual disc fea-
tures (Thalmann et al. 2016; Follette et al. 2017), or shock heating
locally puffing up the edges of a gap (Hord et al. 2017). These tech-
nological barriers combined with large uncertainties in the initial
conditions of evolutionary tracks (high- or low-entropy start mod-
els, Spiegel & Burrows 2012), hampers the unambiguous detection
of protoplanets and their characterisation. This is a crucial missing
link for understanding the origin of planetary systems.
Dynamical interactions between a gaseous disc and a massive
accreting planet produce structures such as gaps, spiral arms, and
vortices (Goldreich & Tremaine 1980; Lin & Papaloizou 1986; de
Val-Borro et al. 2007). Correlations between these structures and
the presence of embedded planets have been studied in dust con-
tinuum and scattered light observations (e.g. Dipierro et al. 2015;
Dong et al. 2015; Bae & Zhu 2017), potentially constraining the
location and mass of the putative planets. However, several other
mechanisms account for these observations, as exemplified by the
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diversity of theories that explain the HL Tau ring system (Lorén-
Aguilar & Bate 2015; Okuzumi et al. 2016; Dullemond & Penzlin
2018).
Density perturbations induced by massive planets also bear
kinematic counterparts. In the presence of a planet embedded in
the disc, two spiral wakes develop in co-rotation with the perturber.
In addition, the gas performs horseshoe orbits where, for a giant
planet, a U-turn is present near the CPD (e.g. Machida et al. 2008).
If the viscosity is low enough, a vortex is also prone to develop at
the edge of the gap (e.g. Li et al. 2001), which consists in a subtle
modulation on top of the gas Keplerian motion (Dullemond 2013).
Do these distinct kinematic features bear an observable footprint in
the Doppler maps of molecular lines? Are these signatures within
the reach of current instrumentation, and can they lift the degenera-
cies in estimates based on the density field only?
Few works have studied the observability of planet-induced
structures in molecular lines (Cleeves, Bergin, & Harries 2015;
Facchini et al. 2017), and fewer address their impact on the kine-
matics. For example, Ober et al. (2015) studied planet-carved gaps
in line maps while assuming Keplerian velocities.
In a previous work we examined the vicinity of the CPD in
channel maps (Perez et al. 2015), i.e. we considered the observabil-
ity of CPDs by characterising their morphology and kinematics in
CO datacubes using radiative transfer applied to SPH hydrodynam-
ical simulations, and subsequent filtering for the uv-coverage of
© 2018 The Authors
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the Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array (ALMA) Ob-
servatory. We found three distinct CPD signposts at the vicinity of
the protoplanet: (1) compact emission separated in velocity from
the overall Keplerian disc, (2) a pronounced kink on the Doppler-
shifted line emission as it sweeps across the CPD, and (3) a local
increase in the dispersion at the protoplanet position. The latter al-
lows us to measure the size of the CPD, which can be used as a
proxy for the mass of the protoplanet (Perez et al. 2015) –the ra-
dius of a CPD is one third to one half of the planet’s Hill sphere
radius (e.g., Gressel et al. 2013). These signposts are detectable at
the spatial and spectral resolutions available in CO(2-1) in the ex-
tended ALMA array configurations.
Here, we address whether planet-disc interactions can alter the
velocity field to a level that makes the induced perturbations de-
tectable. To this end, we perform 3D hydrodynamic simulations
of gap-opening planets embedded in locally isothermal discs (Sec-
tion 2). These new simulations follow the evolution of the disc
over a longer timescale and with a larger radial domain than our
2015 calculations, allowing us to study large scale structures (Sec-
tion 2.1). We combine these simulations with 3D Monte Carlo ra-
diative transfer to calculate synthetic velocity maps (first moments)
of the 12CO line (Section 2.2). The outcome of the simulations and
the predictions are then probed for kinematic signposts inherent to
planet-disc interactions (Section 3). Implications are summarised
in Section 4.
2 METHODS
2.1 3D hydrodynamic simulations
The hydrodynamical evolution of a gaseous disc with an embed-
ded giant planet is simulated using the FARGO3D code (Version
1.2, Benítez-Llambay & Masset 2016), with the FARGO algorithm
activated (Masset 2000). Fluid equations are solved in a spherical
grid, where radius, azimuth and colatitude are denoted by r , φ, and
θ, respectively.
The equation of state is chosen as locally isothermal. This sim-
plifying assumption, although far from being a realistic approxima-
tion, is enough to produce the planet-disc interactions structures we
aim to study in the kinematics, and even form a CPD around the
planet (Gressel et al. 2013).
A planet is fixed on a circular orbit of radius rp. The grid do-
main spans from 0 to 2pi in φ, 0.4rp to 4rp in r , and pi/2 − 0.3 to
pi/2 (the disc midplane) in θ, covering at least three vertical scale
heights (H = h/r) within the domain. The mesh is evenly spaced in
all directions using (nr, nφ, nθ ) = (400 × 600 × 40) grid cells. The
planet’s potential is softened over a scale 0.3H, which is of the or-
der of the size of a CPD around a Jupiter-like planet at 100 au. The
mass of the planet is gradually increased over the first few orbits
using a tapering function.
The density and azimuthal velocity fields are extrapolated
at the radial boundaries (Benítez-Llambay & Masset 2016), with
reflecting boundary conditions at the midplane. Damping buffer
zones near the radial boundaries of the mesh minimize spurious
reflections (de Val-Borro et al. 2006). The units of the calculations
are such that the gravitational constant, the stellar mass, and the
size of the planet’s orbit, rp, are all equal to one.
We adopt an α-viscous model for the disk, and set α = 10−4.
This α value allows vortices produced at the gap edge to be sus-
tained for thousands of orbits (Fu et al. 2014). The aspect ratio of
the disc is set to h = h0(r/rp) f , with h0 = 0.08 and f = 0.15. The
initial surface density is Σ = Σ0(r/rp)−1, with Σ0 = 0.09 g cm−2 at
rp = 100 au (total disc mass is 7×10−4 M). We adopt a 1 M star.
As the disc is not self-gravitating and does not exerts back-reaction
onto the planet, the value of Σ0 does not have any impact on the dy-
namics of the system. However, we note that it does have an effect
on the optical depth of the emission line. This is addressed towards
the end of Section 3.
The initial condition corresponds to the steady-state solution
assuming hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction (see Mas-
set & Benítez-Llambay 2016, Apendix A). We then carry out three
different simulations, each starts from the same initial condition, in-
cluding a giant planet of 1, 5, or 10 Jupiter masses, labeled P01J,
P05J and P10J, respectively. Further disc properties are presented
in physical units in Section 2.2. Throughout the paper, whenever
time is given in “orbits”, it refers to the orbital period at the planet’s
location, i.e. about 1000 yr for rp=100 au.
These simulations were performed using the parallel Graph-
ics Processing Unit (GPU) mode of FARGO3D. GPU accelera-
tion allows full 3D hydrodynamic simulations of large discs to
be evolved over long timescales. A GPU cluster with four Tesla
K80 HPC cards with enabled Peer-to-Peer communications be-
tween GPUs (Benítez-Llambay & Masset 2016), reached an av-
erage performance of ∼20 orbits/hr for the simulations described
here.
2.2 3D radiative transfer
Our choice of observables are spectrally- and spatially-resolved
moment maps which are calculated from synthetic CO channel
maps. Centred at 230.538 GHz, the 12CO J=2-1 emission line is
bright and routinely observed by millimeter interferometers (it falls
within ALMA’s Band-6). We compute these synthetic images using
the radiative transfer code RADMC-3D (version 0.41, Dullemond et
al. 2012). We note that these predictions are valid for similar tran-
sitions (e.g., 12CO J = 3− 2 or J = 6− 5) in LTE. The density and
velocity fields obtained from the hydrodynamical simulations are
first scaled to rp = 100 au and then input in RADMC-3D, preserving
their grid structure and resolution.
A 7000 K star with 1 R is placed at the centre of the grid.
In addition, a mock dust distribution consisting of a mix of 30%
carbon and 70% silicates is added following the simulated gas den-
sity. This dust distribution is only used to perform the temperature
calculation via the Monte Carlo RADMC-3D module mctherm.
Studying the continuum emission arising from dust thermal radia-
tion requires a proper treatment of dust coupling through multi fluid
simulations (Baruteau & Zhu 2016, Baruteau et al. in prep) and is
beyond the scope of this paper. We caution that our predictions do
not take into account optical depth effects due to dust opacities.
Line radiative transfer is done in non-LTE with the Large Ve-
locity Gradient (Sobolev) mode in RADMC-3D. The molecular data
is from the LAMDA database. Line widths include thermal broad-
ening and a local (spatially unresolved) microscopic turbulence set
to a constant value of 0.1 km s−1. The 12CO abundance relative to
molecular hydrogen is assumed to be the standard value 10−4. Our
nominal simulated discs are inclined by 20◦ around a PA of 140◦
(East of North). The disc near side is the South-West and its rota-
tion is counter-clockwise.
The resulting synthetic cubes have a total bandwidth of
6 km s−1, with 120 individual channels of 0.05 km s−1 each. These
synthetic data cubes represent our sky model which is subsequently
convolved with a 50 mas circular beam (a standard angular resolu-
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Figure 1. Simulation results for P01J (1 MJup, top row), P05J (5 MJup, middle) and P10J (10 MJup, bottom) in the midplane after 1000 orbits. Left to
right: logarithm of the gas density (ρ), radial velocity (vr ), colatitude velocity (vθ ), and the deviations from the sub-Keplerian equilibrium solution in the
azimuthal component ∆vφ/vsubKep. Values are in physical units. Simulations are scaled to rp = 100 au. The gaps, spiral wakes, and vortices are prominent in
all three simulations. In vθ , positive values represents gas moving towards the midplane, while vr > 0 represents gas moving outwards. The disc rotation is
counter-clockwise. The vortex and spiral wakes are labelled in the bottom right panel.
tion in ALMA Band 6 observations). Our observables correspond
to the intensity-weighted velocity centroid of the Doppler-shifted
line emission (first moment maps). Since no dust is considered
at the ray-tracing stage, the synthetic line emission cubes do not
suffer from continuum over subtraction due to CO absorption (see
Boehler et al. 2017, their fig. 8).
To address the observability of the planet-disc interaction sig-
natures under realistic observing conditions, we first scale our
12CO emission maps to an average flux density of 30 mJy beam−1
(in a 50 mas beam) at 100 au (similar to the flux levels re-
ported for TW Hya, Huang et al. 2018), then we input these into
CASA 5.1 simobserve. A 10 h integration in configuration C43-
9 (13.8 km baseline) combined with a 3 h integration in C43-5
(1.4 km baseline) is needed to produce a well-sampled uv-coverage
that unambiguously recovers the signatures (calibrations will re-
quire a similar amount of time). We further corrupted the visibilities
with the task ms.corrupt() to obtained an RMS level in each
0.25 km s−1 channel of ∼1 mJy beam−1. The beam is ∼50×80 mas
beam (Briggs weighting 0.5). The signal-to-noise achieved at the
planet’s radius is ∼30. The low inclination of our synthetic disc
(i=20◦) implies that a high spectral resolution (0.25 km s−1) is re-
quired to resolve the kinematics. The exact observing times and
configurations required will depend on specific properties of the
target. For example, for higher inclination angles the kinematics
can be traced with lower spectral resolution. Finally, the first mo-
ment maps were computed in the CLEANed spectral cubes (pro-
duced with CASA tclean) by performing a gaussian fit. The cen-
troids of these gaussians comprise the velocity fields shown in the
fourth column in Fig. 3.
The temperature field obtained via the Monte Carlo solution of
thermal equilibrium yields similar values to the isothermal power
law used in the hydro simulation. The temperatures in our RT do-
main within 200 au are well above 25 K, preventing CO freeze-out
from being an issue. The sound speed at the location of the planet
is of the order of ∼90 m s−1, which is small compared to the de-
viations in Keplerian motion which we present in Section 3. Heat-
ing from the planet is not considered in our calculation –its impact
would be at small scales near the CPD. Changes in the thermo-
dynamics of the whole disc, e.g an adiabatic disc where compres-
sional heating from spiral wakes becomes relevant, could in princi-
ple produce distinct kinematic signatures. Exploring these thermo-
dynamic effects is beyond the scope of our paper.
3 RESULTS
Midplane densities after 1000 orbits are shown in the left column
of Fig. 1. The gap edge is Rossby unstable, leading to the forma-
MNRAS in press, 1–6 (2018)
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Figure 2. (a) Average Keplerian profile vˆ◦ calculated from the synthetic
moment v◦ in Fig. 3. (b) Density-weighted average along the azimuthal axis
for ∆vφ/vsubKep (see Fig. 1), as a function of radius. The profiles’ standard
deviations are shown as a shaded area around the average values.
tion of a large-scale vortex in the outer disc (Lovelace et al. 1999;
Varnière & Tagger 2006). The vortex is stable and long-lived due
to our choice of low viscosity (Fu et al. 2014). After 1000 orbits,
well-defined gaps, spiral wakes in the inner and outer disc, as well
as a lopsided overdensity region in the outer disc, are observed in all
our simulations. Detailed descriptions of these structures as density
features are found elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Fu et al. 2014;
Bae & Zhu 2017; Hammer, Kratter, & Lin 2017).
In the absence of a perturber, the disc follows a nearly pure
Keplerian motion vsubKep, with vr and vθ values that are negligible
compared to the local azimuthal velocity. An observation of such
unperturbed disc, inclined w.r.t the line-of-sight, displays a veloc-
ity field whose iso-velocity contours follow a characteristic ’dipole
pattern’. This Keplerian pattern is symmetric w.r.t a straight line at
systemic velocity, parallel to the disc’s minor axis.
Fig. 1 and 2 allow us to study the kinematics of gaps, spiral
wakes, and vortices, while Fig. 3 shows the observable counterparts
of these structures. Fig. 1 shows the evolved velocity fields vr and
vθ (middle panels), and the relative deviations from Keplerian rota-
tion (vφ − vsubKep)/vsubKep (right panels) after 1000 orbits. Radial
profiles of the azimuthal deviations are shown in Fig. 2. In turn,
Fig. 3 shows iso-velocity contours in the predicted 12CO(2-1) line
centroids v◦. The largest deviations occur close to the planet, near
the CPD. The observability of this CPD signature requires obser-
vations with a resolution comparable to the size of the CPD (∼1/3
Hill radius) and is described in Perez et al. (2015).
Relative deviations ∆vφ/vsubKep from Keplerian motion are
notorious in the gap for all simulations. As the gas in the outer wall
speeds up, the inner wall slows down producing zones where gas
transitions from below sub-Keplerian to super Keplerian. For large
planet masses (P05J and P10J), vr and vθ values can grow up to
∼20% of the local azimuthal speed, while for 1 MJup these values
increase only up to 1 − 5% the local azimuthal speed (∼3 km s−1
at 100 au). These perturbations are induced by gravitational forces
exerted by the planet as well as pressure and viscous forces. In
our isothermal simulations, the pressure field is proportional to the
density field (left panels in Fig. 1) multiplied by 1/r .
Across the gap (between ∼80 and ∼120 au), there is a gradient
in the azimuthal average of ∆vφ/vsubKep. Here the mean deviation
increases monotonically from -5 to +5% (Fig. 2b). This is shared
by all our simulations. At 100 au, this gradient translates into a
∼0.3 km s−1deviation which is indeed observable, but its magni-
tude does not depend strongly on the planet’s mass.
The maximum departure from Keplerianity occurs at the outer
spiral wake, where a strong dependency with the mass of the planet
is observed, with maximum deviations of 26%, 18% and 9% for
P01J, P05J, and P10J, respectively. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 2a. vθ traces the departure from hydrostatic equilibrium which,
as expected, is stronger at the spiral wake where material streams
in from the poles onto the CPD.
The vortex signature appears in ∆vφ/vsubKep as a subtle mo-
tion on top of the Keplerian disc. The side of the vortex which
is closest to the gap is faster than vsubKep, while the outer part is
slower. The strength of this super Keplerian region depends on the
perturber’s mass. Fig. 2b shows that at radii larger than the vor-
tex centre the peak Keplerian deviations attain up to 5% for P05J
and P10J, but negligible (<1%) for P01J. The bottom panel dis-
plays that these deviations are significant in the azimuthal average
as well, with up to 2-3% deviation over the outer disc.
The first moment prediction for our three simulations are
shown in Fig. 3. The iso-velocity contours in the line centroids
v◦ show wiggling substructure over various areas in the disc, be-
coming ubiquitous and strong for P05J and P10J. These wiggling
structures correspond to parcels of gas that experience pressure gra-
dients that make them attain values from below sub-Keplerian to
super Keplerian motion (see ∆vφ/vsubKep maps in Fig. 1). These
pressure gradients are mainly due to gravitational interactions with
the embedded planet. The gas within the gap experiences such pres-
sure gradients, leading to a sawtooth signature in the iso-velocity
contours at all azimuths.
In first approximation the wiggles in the sky map v◦(®x) are
perturbations on an approximately Keplerian background flow,
vˆ◦(®x). This background flow includes modulations from the line
optical depth τ(®x), especially at the outer gap edge. We use v◦(®x) di-
rectly to estimate vˆ◦(®x), as would be done for an actual observation.
We deproject v◦(®x) by the disk inclination, (e.g. as in Casassus et al.
2018), transform to polar coordinates about the star, and fit v◦(r, φ)
with a harmonic modulation of the form vˆ◦(r, φ) = vˆ(r) cos(φ). A
projection back to the sky plane gives vˆ◦(®x). The profile vˆ◦ is shown
in Fig. 2a, where it is compared against a prediction vsubKep(r) cal-
culated in the same way as vˆ◦ but from a prediction where the
gas is forced to follow pure sub-Keplerian motion. We see that
|(vsubKep(r) − vˆ(r))| . σˆ(r), where σˆ(r) is the standard deviation
of the perturbations
√
〈(v◦ − vˆ)2〉φ along azimuth, confirming that
vˆ(r) is a good proxy for the unperturbed flow. We see from Fig. 3
that the sharp rise in τ(®x) at the outer gap edge results in a shallow
wiggle of v◦(®x), much smaller than the perturbations over vˆ(®x). We
note that, for discs with larger inclinations and significant flaring,
a conical transformation would work better than the simple polar
mapping we apply here.
The difference between vˆ◦(®x) and v◦(®x) allows us to remove
optical depth effects and quantify the strength of the dynamical in-
fluence of a planet (lower panels in Fig. 3). Deviations solely due to
planet-disc interactions range from -0.15 to +0.15 km s−1 over spa-
tial scales comparable to the gap width and the azimuthal expanse
of the trailing wake and vortex.
We identify the strongest wiggles near the outer spiral wake
and in front of the CPD (our mock disc rotates counter-clockwise).
This is quantified in the bottom panels of Fig. 3, which show the
magnitude of these deviations after the subtraction of a Keplerian
first moment map. The maximal deviation is seen when the planet is
MNRAS in press, 1–6 (2018)
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Figure 3. Upper panels show the first moment map (v◦) predictions in 12CO(2-1) with embedded companions of (from left to right) 1, 5, and 10 MJup, after
1000 orbits (∼0.5 Myr) and convolved with a 50 mas beam. The fourth column (right) shows the prediction for the 10 MJup case after filtering through ALMA
Cycle 6’s uv-coverage (configuration C43-9 plus C43-5) with an RMS noise of ∼1 mJy beam−1 (see Section 2.2). Click to play a short movie showing how the
first moments change with the location of the planet (ADOBE READER recommended). The first frame shows the planet along the disc PA. The underlying gray
color maps show the dust continuum following the same density as the gas. These continuum maps are only used to highlight the positions of the companions
and vortices. Middle panels show vˆ◦ computed directly from the v◦ (see Section 3), which serve as a proxy for the unperturbed Keplerian disc profile. Contours
show the projected velocities with colours ranging from -1.4 (blue) to 1.4 km s−1 (red), in steps of 0.15 km s−1. The bottom panels show the deviation from
Keplerianity, i.e., the difference between top and middle panels. The x and y axes show angular offset from the stellar position, in arc-second.
near the disc’s minor axis. This signature decreases when the planet
approaches the disc PA (see animation in Fig. 3). Upon crossing
the disc minor axis, the sign of the deviation changes. When a par-
cel of super Keplerian gas is on the redshifted (blueshifted) half of
the disc, it will be redder (bluer) than Keplerian, pulling the iso-
velocity contours ahead. Gas moving below Keplerian speed has
a signature in the opposite direction. The outer spiral wake corre-
sponds to gas at super Keplerian speed and its signature appears as
a sawtooth or kink in v◦. P05J and P10J develop secondary and
tertiary spiral arms in the inner disc which also bear a kink in the
iso-velocity contours.
4 SUMMARY
We performed 3D hydrodynamic simulations to study the dynam-
ical impact of a planet in the velocity field of circumstellar gas.
Kinematical counterparts in the three components of the velocity
field were identified for the planet’s spiral wakes, the gap, and the
outer disc vortex. The observability of these kinematic structures
was then studied by computing first moment maps of 12CO line
emission using 3D radiative transfer.
Discs with embedded planets produce deviations from Kep-
lerian kinematics which are observable at ALMA resolutions. The
magnitude of these deviations depend on the mass of the planet and
they are most notorious at the locations of the spiral wakes, across
the gap, and at the inner secondary (and tertiary) arms.
We conclude that evidence for planet-disc interaction can be
detected by probing for non Keplerian motion in the velocity field
of nearby discs. In principle the measurement of the corresponding
protoplanet masses can be achieved by comparison with hydrody-
namical simulations, further work is needed to assess model biases
with the inclusion of radiation transport, planet heating and the im-
pact of multiple and/or eccentric planets. From this initial study,
we anticipate that 50 mas resolutions are sufficient to pick up the
kinematic signal of a ≥1 MJup planet at 1 arcsec (100 au) around a
1 M star.
During the review process of this Letter two new articles re-
ported the kinematic detection of protoplanets in molecular line ob-
servations of HD 163296. Pinte et al. (2018) observed the kink in
the isovelocity maps due to an embedded planet, as in the generic
predictions by Perez et al. (2015), thus identifying the presence of a
giant planet at 260 au. The planet-to-star mass ratio puts this detec-
tion in a similar regime as our new 1 MJup simulation, but the line
dataset used by Pinte et al. (2018) is not deep enough to produce a
first moment map with which to test for the large-scale signatures
that we report here. While their simulations indeed reproduce the
localised signature (i.e. the kink), the large-scale kinematic struc-
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tures are not present, which may be due to the short timespan of
their SPH calculation. At the same time, Teague et al. (2018) de-
tected the radial modulation in the averaged azimuthal velocity im-
parted by the pressure gradient in two gaps, at 83 and 137 au, which
can be explained by embedded protoplanets.
In this new Letter, we have improved our 2015 predictions
with simulations over long time spans which have reached steady
state, thanks to which we find that the kinematic perturbations from
planet-disc interactions extend over large scales in the disk. We pro-
pose that this large scale structure can be used to distinguish the
origin of the velocity perturbations, and eventually pin-point the
perturbers where the deviations from Keplerian rotation changes
sign.
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